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internationally, the specialty’s contents 
are well defined. Why not the name?

We thank Wade for the thoughtful letter1 on the discussion about 
giving a single name to the specialty and the specialists.2-7 in 
agreement with the colleagues involved in the initiative, Wade’s 
letter will be part of the discussion at the Meeting of the Interna-
tional society of physical and rehabilitation Medicine (isprM) in 
Cartagena, where a workshop will be held within the process that 
we hope will give a global unity to our specialty’s name.

In these months, many colleagues felt the need to discuss 
with us privately or publicly during the European Bodies Meet-
ings in Zagreb (European Society of Physical and Rehabilitation 
Medicine – EsprM, and European union of Medical specialists 
physical and rehabilitation Medicine section and board – uEMs 
prM) and nantes (European academy of rehabilitation Medi-
cine - EarM). some have been pessimistic if not nihilist, while 
most supported the initiative: still, the majority claimed support 
for their own country’s position. all these discussions support the 
soundness of the initiative while confirming the difficulties un-
derlined by Wade, too.1 nevertheless, we still believe it is a path 
to follow.

We think we need at least an agreement on the international 
name, which could be the international name of the specialty (in 
English) to be equal for everybody. If it is not possible to reach a 
global agreement, it is still possible for each country to keep their 
name in their language and convene on the international one if and 
when they will feel the need to change (to gradually increase uni-
ty). Even more difficult is the choice of the name for the specialist: 
there are good reasons to reach an international agreement with 
the same compromise we are proposing for the specialty. Problems 
will perhaps be bigger for the English-speaking countries that will 
keep their name, but in the end, they are a minority compared to 
the whole world.

One last word about our statement, reported by Wade,1 on the 
decision to look only at our specialty and not outside of it. We are 
not ignoring all the other professionals working with us. In fact, we 
think that there are some names used for the specialty that could 
conflict with other professionals, them being part of the world of 
rehabilitation in medicine. a correct choice on our side could even 
be helpful for other professionals. Moreover, we strongly believe 
that a good relationship starts from knowing ourselves. In these 
years, we worked thoroughly on the scope and contents of the 
specialty, well represented in the three editions of the European 
White Book8 and in the recent international Scope Book.9 also, 
we worked a lot on the educational roots, well defined in the Eu-

ropean10 and international11 curricula. all these efforts show that 
the premises asked for by Wade1 have already been performed 
and are clear at the European and international level. hence, we 
now are perhaps ready more than ever to try facing again the name 
of the specialty, and finally convene on a single proposition with 
strong and published statements on why this is the best choice. If 
an immediate conversion proves not to be possible for some/many 
countries, we will at least have an agreed path to unity to gradually 
follow together.
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